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英文概要 Abstract The aim of book is to combine with theory and practices of Social 
Studies. Social Studies is stipulated as a subject of primary and 
junior high school. Upper high school has not Social Studies as 
subject, but the two subjects of “Geography and History” and 
“Civics” have a close connection with Social Studies. Social 
Studies of secondary education means not only Social Studies, but 
“Geography and History” and “Civics”. 22 lessons in this book are 
greatly sorted by geography, history, and civics. 
22 papers for social studies lessons in secondary education and 
comments by social studies education researchers are including. 
Social phenomena are investigated deeply in these lessons. 
 Comments for these lessons make lessons significant. These 
practices are based on the fundamental social studies lessons. In 
addition, the ability for 21st century such as basic, thinking and 
practice would be developed.  
Four of seven editors are researchers of University of Tsukuba, 
and three of four researchers are belong to Faculty of Human 
Sciences, University of Tsukuba. In addition, three researchers of 
the remainder are the social studies education researchers who 
are graduates from graduate school, University of Tsukuba, too. 
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